An economical and
versatile alternative
to a sit-down forklift.
CAPACITY
I 2,200 lb at 24” load center
LIFT HEIGHTS
118 inches
I 130 inches
I

OPERATION/CONTROLS
Thumb throttle, lift, lower, rapid lower, horn and reversing
switch are easily located on the ergonomically correct top
mount handle
I On/Off key switch, emergency power cutoff switch and hour
meter/battery discharge indicator mounted on dash
I Clear view mast with exterior lift cylinders for excellent
forward visibility
I Automatic neutral braking on throttle release
I Braking activation at top and bottom of handle working range
I

DRIVE SYSTEM
High performance vertically mounted Curtis SepEx™
separately excited motor provides maximum torque
throughout entire travel speed
I Precision helical drive gears provide quiet operation and
transfers power more efficiently from drive motor to axle
I Long life electromagnetic braking system
I

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Lifting rams are hard chromed plated for long life and
mounted outboard of lifting mast for even load lifting
I Pump unit, motor and solenoid actuated, pressure
mounted outboard of lifting mast for even load lifting
I

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
24 volt
I State-of-the-art programmable Curtis transistor motor controller
provides smooth and seamless travel
I Auto reset circuit breaker and fused control circuit designed to
protect the electrical system
I

WHEELS
Low effort steering with center drive tire and stabilizer wheels
I 9.8” x 3.0” rubber drive wheel
I 6.3” x 3.2” polyurethane load wheels
I 4.0” x 2.3” polyurethane stabilizer wheels
I

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
I Consult factory

FORKS/CHASSIS
42” long forged forks, 23”OD adjustment on ITA class II carriage
I Dual cylinder 3 forward & 6 backward mast tilt
I Channel mast fitted with heavy-duty roller bearings and dual lift
chains
I 32” high load backrest
I
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Specifications

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

BLUE GIANT offers a full line of Loading Dock Equipment including Dock Levelers, Vehicle Restraints, Dock Seals and Shelters and Material Handling Solutions. Concurrent with our continuing product
improvement program, specifications are subject to change without notice. Please contact BLUE GIANT for latest information. Some features illustrated may be optional in certain market areas.
If calling within North America:

Phone: 1-800-668-7078

Fax: 1-888-378-5781
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